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3rd Saturday
Mike Goldberg will have a video presentation by Eli Etherton on
introduction to Networking about 57 minutes long.
Mike has this video on his new ACER Laptop
which he will bring to the meeting.
The link to the video is:
http://www.elithecomputerguy.com/2009/11 /30/intro-to-networking/

GET SMART! *

Would you believe that you could become a smart phone junkie?
By Bob Woods, Webmaster
UCHUG (Under the Computer Hood UG), CA
April 201 3 issue, DriveLight
www.uchug.org
webmasters (at) uchug.org

A couple of weeks ago we had a phone call from my son seeking help with
setting up his first Android Smart Phone. My wife and I have been using one
for about six months so have already gone through much of the learning curve.
We are using the non-contract provider Straight Talk and a ZTE Merit 990
MEETING
phone. The Straight Talk service is half the cost per month as compared to a
PLACE
contract service and there is unlimited data, texting and phone calls. The only
will be the
Glenside Public down side is the phone cost is not subsidized through a contract so you will be
paying whatever the going cost is for the model you choose. But, you will
Library
quickly recoup that cost in relation to the much higher cost of a contract
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service.
Anyway, it got me thinking about how much we had learned about setting up and using the Smart
Phone. Remember, the phones are small computers. They have a CPU, memory (RAM, ROM
and an SD Card slot for external memory); displays that are touch screens, operating systems
and applications. Learning to use and manage them takes a bit of time and effort as the manuals
that come with them do not give you much insight as to how this is done. So here is some of what
the first time user will be faced with on an Android based Smart Phone. Note - I am not going to
recommend a particular phone as there are many choices available with plenty of reviews to back
them up. Basically the choices have to do mainly with individual preferences and what you’re
willing to spend.
For a fully interactive tutorial of Android go to:
http://tracfone.deviceanywhere.com/straighttalk/home.seam?custId=STZEZ990G&locale=en_US
< http://bit.ly/Z6hRWC >
The tutorial uses the phone I have (ZTE Merit 990G), but should be pretty close to what you will
encounter on most Android phones.
No matter which version of Android is installed on the phone you choose the interface was
designed for the touch screen. It responds to a tap to select an item or double tap to launch an
app. Swiping a finger across the screen left to right, right to left, up and down will scroll in the
direction of the swipe. Touch and drag will move an item or, in the case of text, select all between
starting and stopping points. Touch and hold will usually bring up a popup menu of actions to
take.
Most phones have accelerometers to see the orientation of the phone. When using the on screen
keyboard it is really nice to turn the phone sideways to get a wider screen and more spread out
keyboard. Also, if the screen does not respond to the turn or goes dark a light shake of the phone
it will wake it up to the action. You will quickly get used to using the screen.
After you turn on the phone and unlock it the first screen you will see is the home page.
The home page is the Android equivalent of the Windows desktop. Most phones have home
pages that are a few screens wide. To move between them you swipe your finger across the
screen to the right or left. You will find some icons or small control panels on most screens. At the
top right of the home screen you will see status icons showing time, battery level, signal strength
for Wi-Fi and provider signals (2G/3G/4G), Bluetooth (if turned on) and GPS (if turned on). On the
left top will be notify icons for when you get a text message, email, or voicemail message or other
items such as application updates. If a notify icon shows up you can touch the notify area and
drag down to open a drop down menu. At this point you can touch the item to open it or clear the
box by touching the clear button. At the bottom center of the screen there should be an icon that
will take you to the main screen showing all of your installed applications (apps). On my phone it
looks like a square of tiny dots. When your phone is new, all of the apps you see come hardwired
to the Android OS and cannot be uninstalled. I highly recommend that you do not update any of
the apps that you do not use. When an app is updated it takes more internal phone memory than
the previous version. The built in apps must reside in the phones internal memory. You will find
that not using up all of your phones free internal memory will be a constant challenge (more on
that later). To put the icon of often used apps on the desktop just touch and hold the icon. A copy
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of the icon will be put on your home page. As the home page fills with icons or you want to group
icons on different pages just touch and hold the icon until it changes size and then drag it to the
bottom corner to the right to move it to a screen to the right, left for left. You can also delete an
icon by dragging it to the trashcan in the middle. It will not delete the app, just delete the icon from
the home pages. I found that if you have large fingers you will get the best result moving icons
with your little finger.
Many phones will have on screen buttons at the bottom or actual buttons at the bottom of the
phone below the screen. The button with the house symbol will take you from an app directly to
the home screen. The one with a ¾ round circle with an arrow at one end will take you back one
screen. The button with a symbol that looks like lines of text or bars will open a menu box with
functions appropriate to the active screen.
On one of the home screens you will have an icon that looks like a gear. That is the settings icon.
It is the Android equivalent of the Windows Control Panel. It takes you to a menu of utilities and
control panels for the various phone functions. You will want to take a few minutes looking around
in here to familiarize yourself with this area.
The Contacts icon is what you touch when setting up your contacts. You enter names, phone
numbers, email addresses, street addresses and any other info you want to add. Caution, when
you put in phone numbers for your contacts, always include the “1 ” and area code. Make sure you
do this even if the phone number is in your own area code. When you make a phone call or send
a text message to someone in your area code the “1 ” and area code portion will be ignored.
However, when you respond to a text message that has been sent to you the messaging system
needs the “1 ” and area code for your response. Without them you will get an illegal error code
from the messaging system and the reply will not be sent. While in Contacts touch the extra menu
items button (at the bottom of the screen phone and looks like lines of text). Select the
Import/Export and export your contacts to the SD card. Then if you lose your contacts you can
import them back in. There is also an app that will assist you in storing your contacts in your
Google account.
When you are ready to add apps to your phone you will want to use the Google Playstore. There
will be a Google Playstore icon on one of your home screens that will take you there. During the
initial phone setup you will have created an account with Google that identifies what phone you
have. The Playstore is tied to your account so will indicate to you if an app you are looking at is
compatible with your phone and will not install anything that is not compatible. During the app
installation there will be a checkbox for allowing automatic updates of the free or purchased
application. This choice can be changed at a later time, but only through the phone connecting to
the Playstore. If you log onto the Playstore from a PC the checkbox for changing the update
selection will not show.
Most phones have slots for micro secure digital or some other type of digital memory. When you
add memory you might be thinking that you will never run out of memory. Well, there is internal
phone memory that is a fixed part of the phone and there is external memory. For this discussion
we will call external memory the SD card. You cannot move any of the built in apps from phone
memory to the SD card. Any extra apps you add to the phone install to phone memory by default.
Most apps will require cache memory to function which is stored in phone memory. Also, text
messages, documents, and pictures taken from the built in camera or saved from other sources
http://www.caeug.net
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will go into phone memory. So you may have a 1 6 or 32 GB SD card installed, but you will still
have the internal phone memory as your biggest limitation.
So you may ask, what do you use SD memory for if everything wants to natively store to phone
memory? After installation, some of the added apps can be moved from phone memory to the SD
card. Others will require residing in phone memory and will not move. I have found that an app
called “AppMgr” (also known as App 2 SD) by Sam Lu will help to quickly determine if an app will
move from phone to SD and easily complete the action. It also has the added benefit of clearing
cache files for all apps with one click, a job that would otherwise take opening each app in the
built in Android Application Manager. It also shows you at a glance what apps are installed in
which memory and how much internal phone memory if free for use. Another app called “Send to
SD” by Denis Nelubin will help you to quickly send pictures and documents to a folder in your SD
card by adding a SD Card item to the Share menu. The Share menu is accessed by touching the
extra menu items button that looks like lines of text at the bottom of the screen or physical button
at the bottom of the phone.
Most versions of Android have a built in file manager app called Filer. You will find it grouped in
with the Apps when you touch the Apps main screen icon. Filer is kind of limited as it only allows
you to see what the developers thought was safe. Kind of like Windows Explorer at its default
setting of not allowing you to see system files. For viewing directories and file management I like
to use “ES File Explorer” by ES APP Group. It has no restrictions and many nice features. I used
it to create a folder on the SD card for moving pictures from my phone memory to the SD card
using the Share menu item “SD Card” created by the “Send to SD” app.
For keeping the bad guys at bay I installed the Avast! Antivirus app located in the Playstore. Avast
has the best ratings for protecting Android devices and is free.
Other apps that we have found to be extremely useful are:
SwiftKey Keyboard by SwiftKey – Replaces your Android dumb keyboard with a keyboard that
learns your writing style and makes auto corrections and saves typing by allowing you to select
words as you type. It is spooky how it quickly gets to know what you want to write. After the trial
period the free version does not give you guesses to select word insert. We paid out the $3.99 for
the Pro version because we found the word insert to really save time.

Split N Tip by Handy Apps – This free tip calculator app not only calculates tips quickly and
easily but also helps to split the bill between any number of people.

Wi-Fi___33 Analyzer by Farproc - Turns your android phone into a Wi-Fi analyzer!! Shows the
Wi-Fi channels around you. Shows signal strengths and info for wireless routers within range.
Helps you to find a less crowded channel for your wireless router.

Epson iPrint by Seiko Epson Corp – Easily find your wireless or networked Epson printer and

print to it from your phone. You can also scan documents or photos to your phone. If you do not
have an Epson printer you should be able to find other similar apps for your printer brand.

Barcode Scanner by Zxing Team – This free app scans barcodes on products then looks up
prices and reviews. You can also scan Data Matrix and QR Codes containing URLs, contact info,
etc. Also share your contacts, apps, and bookmarks via QR Code
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iHeartRadio by Clear Channel Digital - iHeartRadio offers free music in an all-in-one, digital

internet radio service that lets you find more than 1 ,500 live radio stations. With the free music
app for Android, create commercial-free, all-music Custom Stations featuring songs from the artist
you select and similar music. We especially like listening to talk radio shows.

SugarSync by SugarSync, Inc. - SugarSync is the easiest and most advanced way to sync,

share, as well as search and access all of your files – documents, photos, videos and music.
SugarSync for Android puts all of your files from across all of your computers right at your
fingertips, making you more productive when you’re on the go.
My phone came with 51 2 MB of internal phone memory. The OS and pre-installed apps take up
350 MB leaving me 1 62 MB free for my installed apps and contacts. Updates to pre-installed apps
also take up internal memory. So with all the stuff and apps that I have loaded I am left with 32
MB of phone memory free. Not a whole lot, but I am managing it. My son had to one up the Old
Man with a more current Smart Phone that came with 1 GB internal memory. So I am envious as
he has yet to get the dreaded “Out of Memory” warning that I get if not diligent with keeping
everything clean. Oh well, maybe on my next phoneT
If you have not used a Smart Phone before you will be delighted and amazed at just what you can
do with them.
PS from his better half - With this wonderful article Bob forgot to mention the fact that you have
Google, Google maps, and Google navigation readily available on these phones. Even if you
don’t have the GPS active the phone will triangulate your location on Google maps from nearby
cell towers. By the by, I use the voice recognition on my phone for quick texts and emails. After
six months I’m a smart phone junkie!
[* Read more about Get Smart, Maxwell Smart, and the original smart phone, aka shoe phone,
circa 1 965 – UCHUG Editor] < http://nyti.ms/1 6UVFU7 >
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by John Spizzirri
July 201 3

Doug Engelbart (1 ) died on July 2nd. After getting his Bachelor's degree from
Oregon State after WWII, he went to work for Stanford Research Institute (SRI
(2) ). With Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA or ARPA)
funding, he founded the Augmentation Research Center (ARC (3) ). The goal of ARC was to
augment human intellect. ARC was responsible for the computer mouse, some of the ideas
behind hypertext, and precursors to the graphical user interface. Engelbart held the patent on the
mouse, a name his group gave the device. His group began work
on it in 1 961 and applied for the patent in 1 967. It was granted in
1 970. SRI owned Engelbart's work and licensed the patent to Apple
Computer (4) for about $40,000 in the late 1 970's. Engelbart did
not get a dime. You may have heard or read that Apple's Steve
Jobs saw the mouse at Xerox PARC (5) . That is true, but Xerox got
it from SRI. Jobs charged one of his engineers to produce (6) a
mouse that would last for at least 2 years and cost about $1 5. The
SRI/Xerox PARC mouse lasted a few weeks and cost $300. If you
click on any of the references below, you can thank Doug Engelbart.

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Douglas_Engelbart
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SRI_International
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Augmentation_Research_Center
https://www.apple.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PARC_%28company%29
http://sn.im/27ed4p1

Microsoft (MS (1 ) ) Windows 8.1 (2) Preview came out on June 24th. It is a "free update" of
Windows 8. An update was previously known as a Service Pack. I do not know if Service Packs
are now a thing of the past or if MS wants to differentiate the mistake that was Windows 8 from
the corrected version. The new 'features' include two new tile sizes on the 'Metro' screen (Start
Screen) - really big and tiny in addition to the original tile sizes (3) . The customization allows
syncronization of the Start screen look (tiles) across multiple PCs. The Windows store has been
updated to make apps easier to find (4) . The Start button (5) does not bring up a menu, but takes
you to the Start screen. A right click on the Start button brings up a menu to access the Control
Panel, Task Manager, and Shutdown. You now have the option of booting to the Desktop (6)
instead of the Start Screen. There is a different interface to foster Xbox Music integration (7) . I do
not know, but I think you must have an Xbox Music Pass to use this feature. The Pass is a
subscription that costs $1 0 a month. Search under Win 8 would only pull up apps. Under Win 8.1
it finds apps, settings, and local/SkyDrive files (8) . Bing ads will also be included. That sounds to
me like search just got slower. Snap View, allows more than one app to be on the screen at the
same time is improved from 2 apps to 3 apps for most monitors or 4 apps on high resolutioon
monitors (9) . SkyDrive (1 0) Integration is much more complete (11 ) . Back ups happen
automatically. The Control Panel has been expanded (1 2) . Windows 8.1 will support 3D printing
including open source (1 3) . In another open source gambit, it supports Miracast (1 4) natively (1 5) .
After reading numerous articles by different authors, it sounds like MS put out some talking points
to the press. In article after article, the same phraseology was used. Some of that has probably
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crept into this article.

1 ) https://www.microsoft.com/
2) http://sn.im/27ed4rb
3) http://sn.im/27ed4sm
4) http://sn.im/27ed4tl
5) http://sn.im/27ed4uq
6) http://sn.im/27ed4w5
7) http://sn.im/27ed4xd
8) http://sn.im/27ed4yp
9) http://sn.im/27ed50g
1 0) http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/skydrive/download
11 ) http://sn.im/27ed521
1 2) http://sn.im/27ed53g
1 3) http://sn.im/27ed54p
1 4) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Miracast
1 5) http://sn.im/27ed55y
An Apple 1 (1 ) is up for auction starting at $300,000 and may go for as much as $500,000, maybe
more (2) . It originally sold for $666.66 with 4KB RAM (in 1 976 dollars). 4KB RAM is one million
times less RAM than a 4GB RAM computer of today. The Apple 1 was powered by an eight bit
6502 CPU chip.

1 ) http://oldcomputers.net/applei.html
2) http://sn.im/27ed576
PC World Magazine had an article about physically cleaning a laptop fan (1 ) . It talked about
taking the access panels off the lap top and using compressed air or an air compressor to blow
out the dust and filth. The article makes this sound like a simple project. It is not. Access panels
sometimes must be pried off after the screws are removed. Newer lap tops have fewer screws on
the access panels than older lap tops, but screws are not always the same size. When replacing
removed screws, be certain that the same screw goes back into the same screw hole to avoid
damage to the lap top case. Do not strip the screws. They sometimes can be quite difficult to
remove. I recommend never using an air compressor. Air compressors sometimes add a lubricant
to the pressured air as part of their operation. Using the output from a vacuum cleaner may add
dust to the pressured air. Use canned compressed air or a vacuum to remove the dust from the
lap top. A standard vacuum cleaner is acceptable as long as the hose end and / or attachment
head are clean. When blowing the dust out, do it outside on a dry day. This should be done at
least once per year when the lap top is used in a clean environment. If it is used in a dusty or oily
environment, cleaning should be done much more often. Even the newer compact case PCs
need cleaning. Using compress air or vacuuming the keyboard is also a good idea as long as the
keys are firmly attached (2) . Do not remove keys as they may break. The cost of replacing keys is
about $50. If any keys are loose, be very cautious using compressed air or vacuumming. If you
spill anything on the keyboard other than water when the lap top is off, turn the lap top upside
down and gently shake the lap top to get the excess liquid out. Call your manufacturer's support
line for the best course of action to take. Spilling water on the keyboard when the lap top is off
http://www.caeug.net
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requires the same upside down shake then drying the lap top for at least one day before turning
the lap top on. If you spill anything on the lap top while it is on, turn it off using the power button. If
popping or crackling is heard or a burning smell is emitted, a major repair will be necessary. You
may want to evaluate whether a replacement may be more economical. Unless the lap top is
submerged, the data on the hard drive will probably be retrievable. Cleaning an LCD or a flat
screen (3) requires lint-free wipes or microfiber clothes, eyeglass lens cleaning solution or distilled
water, and patience. Do not squirt or spray any liquid on the screen. Put an adequat but not an
excessive amount of liquid on the wipe or cloth and wipe the screen. Wipe the screen again with
a dry wipe or cloth. Repeat as necessary. Cleaning a flat screen is one of the reasons Information
Technology (IT) managers do not like the idea of touch screens. Touching a screen instantly
makes it dirty due to oil secreted by the skin on hands and fingers. Many managers want
employees to use an LCD stylus (4) to 'touch' the screen. Touching with the fingers is one of the
reasons keyboards get dirty faster than the rest of the lap top or PC. I strongly recommend that
you never eat while using a lap top or PC. Tablets and smart phones in many instances are
protected with Gorilla Glass (5) . It allows touch without scratching and is much easier to clean.
This advice is not just for lap tops but PCs and MACs as well. [Note from Ed: Check what a
Swiffer duster or similiar product contains before using on electronic equipment. It may contain
damaging chemicals.]

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

http://sn.im/27ed58a
http://sn.im/27ed59g
http://sn.im/27ed5ak
http://sn.im/27ed5bt
http://www.corninggorillaglass.com/

The PC Flank test site (1 ) is an excellent site to test your PC for security. It has some tests similar
to Gibson Research Corporation Shields Up site (2) . Both check to see if your machine can be
seen on the Internet. If your machine is invisible (stealthy) it is very difficult to attack. On a similar
theme, these sites can be used to check for website safety (3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 1 0, 11 , 1 2) . Except
for SiteAdvisor and My Web of Trust which are browser addons, type in the website and press
enter or the send button to get a security report on the web site you typed in. Some sites like
http://www.caeug.net/ do not have a report because no one has complained about it and it
appears to be innocent (no obvious spyware or trojans).

1 ) http://www.pcflank.com/index.htm
2) https://www.grc.com/x/ne.dll?bh0bkyd2
3) http://www.scamadviser.com/
4) http://www.siteadvisor.com/
5) https://www.mywot.com/
6) http://www.unmaskparasites.com/
7) http://global.sitesafety.trendmicro.com/
8) http://www.hosts-file.net/
9) http://scanurl.net/
1 0) http://www.avg.com.au/resources/web-page-scanner/
11 ) http://sn.im/27ed5df
1 2) http://google.com/safebrowsing/diagnostic?site = (place the URL immediately after the
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Ninite (1 ) has changed its interface (home page) to make it more useful. Instead of having to page
down numerous times, there is only one page down to cover all the programs offered. If you are not
familiar with Ninite, it is a web site that presents a list of free software. Place a check mark on each
program you want. Ninite creates a custom download that includes all the software you selected.
There is also a Ninite Updater available for $9.99 per year. It checks on each item you have
downloaded via Ninite for updates and notifies you when they are ready for download.

1 ) https://ninite.com/

Between you, me and the LampPost, that's all for now.

July 201 3
DVD of the Month
1 Password - A password and identity manager
AdobeReaderCleaningTool - Adobe Reader remover tool
AdwCleaner - A program

that searches for and deletes Adware, Toolbars,
Potentially Unwanted Programs
ARI - July newsletter

cCleaner - Updated file cleaner
CDOMlists - Lists of past CDOMs
CDRTools - A suite of programs for writing CD/DVD/BD media
ChkFlash - Edits partition info, saves and restores full drive and partition images
CompleteInternetRepair - Program attempts to repair everything internet related
CrystalDiskInfo - A HDD/SSD utility which supports S.M.A.R.T.
Dashline - A password manager & secure eWallet
Dial-A-Fix - A set of tools to repair Windows problems regarding Windows Update, security
Extended-task-manager-for-windows - Addon monitors disk activity and network port usage
FireFox22 - Updated web browser
FreeBASIC - BASIC language compiler
FreeInternetEraser - Erases traces you've left in Windows and from the Internet
ImgBurn - Updated cd / dvd burning software
IObitUninstaller - A tool that helps you to remove unwanted programs and folders
ISORecorder - burn images, copy disks, make images of the existing data CDs and DVDs
JunkwareRemovalTool - Removes unwanted programs, toolbars, or browser helper objects
KindleReadingApp - Read Kindle books on your PC
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Launchy - Program to start programs using the keyboard instead
of the mouse

Meeting Location and Special
Accommodations

small public access
computing environments
RevoUninstaller - Updated uninstalling software

The Glenside Public Library address is at 25
E Fullerton Avenue, Glendale Heights,
Illinois. Please park away from the building.
Thank you. The meeting(s) are not library
sponsored and all inquiries should be
directed to Mike Goldberg . Individuals with
disabilities who plan to attend this program
and who require certain accommodations in
order to observe and / or participate in the
program are requested to contact CAEUG
president, Mike Goldberg at
at least five (5) days prior to the program,
so that reasonable accommodation can be
made.

SiteAdviosor - McAfee software adds safety ratings to your

Members Helpline

MalwarebytesAntiRootKit - Root kit removing program from
Malwarebytes

MemberContributions - Things e-mailed to me from members
OldTimeRadio - Old time radio broadcasts
PatchMyPC - Program scans for outdated software automatically
Ping - Partimage Is Not Ghost image backup and restore
PrivaZer - Removes all traces of computer activity from your PC
RebootRestoreRX - Utility that makes it easy to maintain PC’s in

browser and search results
Speccy - Updated PC audit
SpywareBlaster - Updated spyware prevention software
StartMenuReviver - Replaces the start menu in Windows 7 and
adds it in Windows 8
SVCHostLookupTool - Tool that reveals which svchost is
connected to what program
SysinternalsSuite - Updated utilities

TFTP - File Transfer Protocol client and server
Thunderbird - Updated e-mail client
ToolbarCleaner - Tool to remove unwanted toolbars (Trojans)
TrueCrypt - Updated encrypting software
UltraVNC - Remote Control Software
UtilFlshFormat - Flash drive formater
VirtualDrive - Mount an iso file as if it were a physical CD or DVD

Any member with a specific
expertise can volunteer to
be on the Members Helpline.

Beginner Helpline
- Billy Douglas

Beginner hardware problems
- Dick Fergus

Hardware problems, XP,
Win 7 & Linux
- John Spizzirri

CAEUG OFFICERS
President

Mike Goldberg

drive

V.P. (Programs) Roger Kinzie

WebOfTrust - Software adds safety ratings to your browser and

Secretary

Al Skwara

Treasurer
Newsletter Ed

John St. Clair
Kathy Groce

Board Member

Billy Douglas

Webmaster

John Spizzirri

search results
WinDirStat - Utility the graphically shows disk usage

Xpy - Tweaking utility to change many default settings with only a
few clicks
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